California Climate Cycles through 2016
Jim Goodridge

6/14/17

The state has recently passed through the highest ever air temperatures and the
lowest ever-annual rainfalls. This followed a submarine volcano on the Axial
Seamount. It is located about 200 miles West of Brookings Oregon. The lava flow
created a pool of heated water called the “Bloob”.
California is blessed with 240 heritage rainfall records with over 100 years of record.
Three of these date back to 1850. Old records form the main long-term index of
inter-yearly rainfall variation. Seventy-three of these records have daily values since
1898. The 73 were stratified by storm duration and 9 year averages the extremes
are plotted. The 119 years show 6 peaks reflected in all durations of maximum from
one-day extremes to annual total rainfall.
San Francisco has the Worlds longest running tide gage since 1854. The tides show a
nine–year running average resembling the States rainfall. The same Coriolis force
acted on both rainfall and mean sea level. The tides are compared with the 9-year
averages of the maximum daily rain and averages of the 365 day total rainfall.
The same pattern is reflected in average April 1 snow pack and surface water.
Stream-flow reflects the variation as the extreme rainfall and San Francisco mean
sea level. In previous studies the tree-ring pattern from Blue Oaks on the slopes of
Mt Diablo varied as the tides.
There were 1038 monthly air temperature records that were summarized. Seventy
eight of them had 100 years of record. The 100-year-old records were stratified by
2010 county population. The large counties show a plus 3° trend per century. Rural
locations with no heated buildings or pavement in their view shed don’t reflect this
The Pacific Decadal Occlusion index shows sea water temperature difference on each
side of the International Date line between 20° and 60° N. It has been a useful
climate index.
The great 60-day storm of early 2017 was a fitting end to the States worst drought.
Only one other historic storm had a large return period for 60 consecutive days.
This resulted in saturated ground where nearly all the rainfall resulted in streamflow. This gave substance to the old belief that droughts end with gully washers.
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One Hundred Year Old California Rainfall Records
4/22/17
Planning storage for water supply calls for knowledge of inter-yearly water
variation
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This is an average of 240 easily available records with a nine-year average.
It represents a data availability summary rather than a homogeneous data set.
Note the apparent 18-year cyclic trend of recent 100 years ended with
high air temperatures associated with under sea lava flow from the Axial Seamount
This volcano is 200 miles West of Brookings, Oregon.
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The rain data network of the National Weather Service is valued for long-term
continuity. Other notable long-term rain gage networks include those of
the San Francisco Water and the San Jose Water Works.
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The similarity between the long-term variation extreme rainfall and San Francisco
mean sea level is quite striking. The Earth rotates faster than the atmosphere. When
moist South winds get lifted over coastal mountains, on shore winds generate high
tides, they suppress upwelling seas and generate more rainfall. Dry North winds by
contrast cause offshore winds that push water away from shore, inducing coldwater upwelling, low tides and reduced rainfalls.
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The tide gauge at San Francisco is the Worlds longest tide
record from one location.
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Average April 1 Water Content of California Snow Courses
4/24/17

This was prepared to show the recovery from seawater heating from the Blob
The Bolb was from a sub surface volcano at 46°N, 130°W on the Axial seamount.
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This graph is not a homogeneous data set but the average of all available records
Hot lava apparently heated the North East Pacific Ocean and air temperatures in the
Western US.
The apparent declining long-term trend in the April 1 water content reflects network
changes.
Many of the high elevation snow courses were supplemented with low elevation
stations accessible by car.
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California Stream Flow
Natural stream flows are generally tainted by upstream diversion or storage.
Some times it is ground water underflow that modifies their flow.
Watershed ground cover has a great influence on flow rates.
Some of the watersheds have areas of glacier polished granite
and others deep rooted trees or shallow rooted grass.
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Here is a graph of the average flow at 3 stations a subset of 327 that were selected
for few upstream diversion or minimum storage.
The size of these water sheds ranges from 9 to 900 square miles.
The trend would be different it this were expressed in percentages.
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California Temperature Records
4/22/17

Average annual air temperature has been compiled for 1038 California records.
These started in 1850 and extend to through 2016.
These were compiled to check for influence of urban waste heat and volcanic effects.
These have 42,875 station years of data averaging 41 years per record.
The historic records were from Climatological Data of the National Weather Service.
One hundred eleven are from CD with 100 years of historic record.
Starting about 1980 remote data loggers are replacing daily manual observations.
The main networks consists of 512 Remote Automated System RAWS with fire
weather data and the California Irrigation Management Information System CIMIS
with 133 stations.
CIMIS is well quality controlled and RAWS is easily evaluated by near by records.
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California County Temperature Trend by Population
4/27/2017

2010 population data were used in this study.
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25 large county records were averaged for a trend of 2.97°F per century.
34 records of medium sized counties have a trend of 1.93 ° F.
19 small sized counties averaged 1.31°F per 100 years.
Large counties were 840 to 10,441 K people.
Medium counties were from 99 to 531K. Small counties were from 3 to 63K people.
Higher trends in large counties reflect more land use modification with waste heat.
The influences of the Blob of high seawater temperature of 2014 to 2015 are noted.
This was associated with sub surface volcano on the Axial seamount at 41°N, 130°W.
Was the temperature spike of 1958-1959 also associated with a volcano?

Recent low rainfalls also coincide with the temperature spike.
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There are places with no night-lights, heated buildings
Or pavement or other causes of long term heating.
This is one of thousands of Remote Automated Weather Systems.
They report on the Internet via satellite every hour.
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The PDO Index
4/27/17

The Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO)
Annual and 9 Year Average
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The PDO index express the sea surface temperature difference in the North Pacific.
The North Pacific between 20° and 60°N, the PDO expresses the SST difference
between the East and West sides of the International Date Line.
In general positive values are associated with south moist wind flow and high tides.
Negative values with Northerly dry could winds with off shore flows and low tides.
“All generalizations are lies including these.”
Global oceans upwell off the California or Japanese coastlines but not both at once.
Apparently the sluggish change in upwelling is expressed by the PDO index.
Shrinkage of the Artic Ocean apparently drives the World Ocean currents.
The buoyant Gulf Stream water in Northern Europe keeps somewhat ice- free.
Hydrostatic balance of the Artic sends cold water to bottom of the World Ocean.
The North Pacific upwelling is a response to the Artic outflow.
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Artic Influence on California Rainfall Cycles
Jim Goodridge

3/30/14

Why are there runs of wet and dry years in California rainfall records?

Seawater cooling causes several feet of shrinkage of the Artic Ocean.
The lower water levels draws the warm Gulf Steam into the Artic.
Outflow cascades at over the Straits of Denmark between Iceland and Greenland.
The cold dense water flows to the bottom of the world ocean.
The resulting hydrostatic forces must upwell somewhere to maintain balance.
The North Pacific Ocean is a site of much of the cold-water upwelling.
The Pacific Decadal Oscillation Index indicates it up-wells either in the East or West.
PDO is Sea Surface Temperature difference east or west of the international dateline.
With warm SST in Eastern Pacific moist tropical air is lifted by Coriolis effect.
This warm moist air being lifted over the mountain reduces water holding capacity
With cold SST north dry winds cause off shore winds and low tides.
This accounts for the similarity in California Rainfall and San Francisco tide trends
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Volcano Weather - El Nino vs. The Blob
Jim Goodridge 4/8/16
The El Nino pattern occur in California
when a moist South wind patterns prevail.
This happens in the Eastern North Pacific Ocean.
Simultaneous high tides at San Francisco fluctuate
with the average rainfall in the State.
North flowing moist tropical air masses
are lifted over coastal mountains by the Coriolis effect.
Air Masses from the North are dry and cold with,
off shore winds that lower tides by the same Coriolis effect.
Coriolis effect results as Earth rotates under the atmosphere
A strange Blob of warn ocean water appeared
off the Oregon Coast during August 2014 to July 2015.
Warm water arrived without El Nino’s South winds.
Thanks to WUWT and Dr. Tim Ball
we learned of a submarine volcano.
The volcano was on the Axial Seamount at 46°N and 130°W.
Energy from hot magma was calculated
to exceed the heat of the Blob.
A high dry temperature pattern with drought denied
the normal moist south winds of an El Nino pattern.
Geothermal contributions to weather became apparent.
Cut off from tropical moisture induced sever drought
Mysterious temperature spikes also occurred in 1958-59 and 1934.
Could these have been with volcanoes either surface or marine?
The year 1816 was known as the year-with-out-a-summer.
It followed the global dust clouds of the Mt. Tambora volcano
of April 1815 located in Indonesia at 8°S, 118°E.
Extended famine following histories worse eruption.
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Sunspot Number
Hidden in the sunspot numbers are long-term trends.

Orbiting observatories since 1978 show solar irradiance and sunspot number
are associated.

Sunspots have increased by 1 percent per year since 1700.
This suggests recovery from the Little Ice Age of 1660 to 1710.
A major increase in sunspot trend was from 1940 to 2002.
This coinciding with the atmospheric CO2 increase.
The temperature-CO2 correlation is spurious rather than causal.
Thanks to Dr. Leif Svalgaard for help in revising sunspot numbers.
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The main lesson
7/30/2008
The main lesson is to let the physical data determine public policy.
One of the biggest problems arises when we depend on the opinion of experts.
Opinions may be useful in the absence of facts but do they reflect basic reality?
Even when the correlation is high is it associated with reasonable causality?
Temperature measurement is a prime example of an historical misreading.
Temperature reflects the environment in which the observations are made.
In an urban environment the rising trends reflect environmental modifications.
It may appear that air temperatures are increasing because of rising atmospheric CO2.
A definite causal connection with a joint rise in temperatures and CO2 is not evident.
CO2 release from a cold Coke is a function of increasing temperature as well as lower pressure.
When opened and warms to room temperature the Coke loses most of its CO2 and tastes flat.
Our Planet’s oceans may be going flat also as increasing heat is driving out the dissolved CO2.
The real questions now relate to the solubility of CO2 and the origin of the heat source.
There are a few assumptions that we must make in order to function as informed people.
Evaluation of the “Solar Constant” was a goal of the Smithsonian Institution in about 1900.
Their accuracy was about one percent, which was masked by the atmospheric water content.
“Solar Constant” measurement had to be made from above the Earth’s atmosphere.
This task fell on Richard Willson of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory with results from 1978.
It was found that the “Solar Constant” was not constant but varied with the sunspot numbers.
The Royal Belgium Observatory has counted sunspots fairly accurately since 1900.
Their accuracy was .2 or .3 % back to 1750. Estimates of sunspot numbers date back to 1500.
From these we learn of the Maunder Minimum with the Little Ice Age of 1660 to 1710.
The same force creating the Little Ice Age has brought us increased Solar heating since 1935.
The oceans absorb 98 percent of the in falling solar energy.
The solubility of CO2 in water decreases rapidly with increasing temperature.
The temperature increase clearly preceded the increase in atmospheric CO2.
Makers of dry climate models say the temperatures increase was caused by the CO2 increase.
Many people would like us to think it was CO2 that caused the temperature increase.
This concept contradicts the reality that temperature increase preceded the CO2 increase.
CO2 is only a minor atmospheric constituent. Water is Earth’s controlling Greenhouse Gas.
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